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This case study explores the successful digital
transformation of a leading European packaging
company that manufactures sustainable solutions
for some of the world’s most respected brands.
With 25 production facilities throughout the EMEA
region and 4,200 employees, the company works
closely with their team to be a customer-centric
supplier and continues to drive production process
improvements to compete in today’s i4.0 driven
manufacturing market.

They deployed the Shoplogix smart factory
platform in their print hall facility in May 2018
after failing to meet their cost reduction targets.
Connecting 21 machines in the plant to Shoplogix,
they now monitor, track, and report on several
industry specific processes in packaging
manufacturing such as extrusion, print, lamination
slitting in this location.

The visibility gained with Shoplogix continues to
save them circa €800,000 per annum. 

This is their success story.

Company Overview
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The packaging company launched a cost reduction
initiative to support and drive strategic sustainable
efforts for its operations. After recognizing that
their print hall had underperformed in numerous
areas due to unidentified bottlenecks, they needed
to better understand their downtime, machine
performance, and product quality issues.

Goals/Challenges

A primary challenge faced was determining what
happens on a daily-basis from shift to shift. How
long does a changeover take? What time of the day
were the machines idle and what halted
production? They needed to drive feedback from
plant floor workers and adopt a simpler way to
collect and integrate that information into daily
management procedures.

They knew they required some sort of production
monitoring solution to identify the key production
related reasons as to why they were not meeting
their cost-saving targets.

They also understood that they needed real-
time information on all aspects of their
production processes to make smarter decisions
rather than relying and waiting hours on end for
employees to gather information from a shift.

However, with so many complexities around
Industrial IoT platforms, the new solution had
to be a good fit for their operation and
processes with an easy-to-use interface that
was simple to pull and display information from.

The system had to be user-friendly to ensure
fast employee adoption and easy to implement
with minimal disruption to their busy daily
operations. They knew they had to find an
experienced and industry trusted solution
provider with proven success
with industrial packaging
manufacturers.
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Screen: Automatic production data capture (accurate, reliable & 
insightful information recorded automatically & in real-time based on 
machine states).



The packaging company chose the Shoplogix
Smart Factory platform as it outranked others
in the i4.0 IIoT tech space with its ease-of-
use, ability to gain accurate, real-time insight 
into key data points such as run/speeds 
and set up times across extrusion and print 
departments all from within the system. 
They deployed and connected Shoplogix to 
21 machines in the facility with plans to scale 
to other locations.

They finally had the right system to monitor
the pulse of their machines digitally allowing
them to analyze the print hall in a much more
detailed manner. Monitors were also installed
on the shop floor to provide everyone on the
floor, on all levels, from operators to
managers, the data they need to perform
their duties efficiently and identify areas that
required improvement.

Solution
Department overview screens within print
and extrusion allowed for real-time review
and response from shift leaders to support
key operational metrics. Review screens were
implemented for daily review during
management meetings to drive continuous
improvement.

Text and email alerts for exceeded tolerances
were now automated to support DMS with
accurate data while streamlining the process.

Shoplogix provided a simple, clutter free way 
to generate these types of reports. Shoplogix
also allowed for the analysis of historical data
providing insights into what happened during
previous shifts. Trends in production were
also easier to identify which facilitated
smarter decision making.
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Screen: Daily Production Reports summarizing key operational indicators such as machine status 
summary, downtime reasons and production area rollup by role.  



The packaging company was attracted to the transparency that Shoploigx
provides into daily operations and and the opportunity to solve problems in 
an efficient manner.

Solution Continued

Real-time Department 
Overview

• Indicates OEE performance by department, 
shift, and press along with by job analysis if 
required. 

• Run speed performance by department, shift 
and press.

• Uptime and set up time by department, shift 
and press.

Real-time Line View

Real-time Accurate Line Detail

• Downtime pareto analysis by department, 
shift and press.

• Slow running/problematic jobs identified to 
target improvements by customer, width, 
colors.

• Real-time scrap performance and 
run speed performance.

• Real-time alerts to prompt set up 
time or scrap exceeded.
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Results

OEE
20.75%
9% IMPROVEMENT 

TPAH(sqm)
5210
UP FROM 4,859 (2018 BASELINE)

€340,000 
ADDITIONAL SALES 
REVENUE

€800,000 
SAVED PER ANNUM 

Through detailed monitoring of the 21 machines in their print hall and a better 
understanding of downtime reasons with Shoplogix, the packaging company was able to 
meet their cost reduction goals.

Avg. Setup 
waste/job 
10%
DOWN FROM 1531 TO 1371

Run Speed
201 mpm
UP FROM 174mpm – 16% 
IMPROVEMENT
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With over 20 years of experience in the
industry, and numerous industrial
packaging clients, Shoplogix smart factory
experts helped to drive plant-wide
adoption of the new solution through
impactful employee training. This led to
improved accountability and real-time
decision making capabilities.

By improving TPAH(sqm), the company
was able to create circa 2,800,000sqm
capacity per annum at the current run
rate. This equated to circa €340,000
additional sales revenue based on the
average selling price of 0.12p per machine
with an EBITDA impact of circa €57,000
per annum per machine.

By reducing the Avg. Set up waste per job,
they were able to save circa €800,000 per
annum based on an Avg. of 17 job changes
per day across 5 presses. This could
potentially be a monthly saving of circa
€66,000 which equates to €13,000 per
machine per month.

Results

For the print hall the cost per annum for
Shoplogix is €7,200 based on a plant
purchase which equates to €1,440 per
press. They are expecting to get similar
results within their extrusion hall if not
better.
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“We now have more 
transparency into daily 
operations and can utilize 
the data from Shoplogix
to solve problems in an 
efficient manner. “ 
- Films Division CPS Lead



With the help of Shoplogix, the packaging company successfully transitioned from manual information 
gathering to automated data capturing and continues to drive cost reduction with continuous improvement 
strategies offered by Shoplogix. They also continue to minimize waste and should see is seeing a significant 
improvement in TPAH due to the real-time focus. They plan on deploying the Shoplogix Smart Factory 
platform to other areas of the organization.

Factory of the Future

Ready for Your Own i4.0 Digital Transformation Success Story?
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Let Shoplogix help 
achieve your smart
factory vision. 
Contact us today. 

www.shoplogix.com

info@shoplogix.com

NORTH AMERICA  +1 905 469 9994
EUROPE                   +353 86 349 5638
LATIN AMERICA     +52 5596 6060

About Shoplogix

Shoplogix is re-defining the 
manufacturing industry by making 
the Smart Factory platform the 
cornerstone of digital production 
performance transformation. By 
empowering manufacturers to 
visualize, integrate, and act on 
production performance in real-
time, Shoplogix helps to uncover 
hidden shop floor potential and 
drive rapid time to value.

http://www.shoplogix.com/
mailto:info@shoplogix.com

